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Helping your child to reach their potential

Help your child be calm, alert and ready to learn
Whether you are a parent, teacher, child care worker, support worker or therapist
you want the children in your care to get as much learning from the time you
spend together as possible. Whether you are in a classroom, small group setting,
individual clinic or home setting there are lots of things you can do to help children
be calm, alert and ready for learning.
The learning environment:
Learning environments for kids are often bright, colourful and busy. While this
is cheerful and looks like fun, for some children, especially those in the autism
spectrum and those with learning or attention issues, it can be over stimulating
and full of distractions.
Visual distractions are usually easy to notice as the child will turn to look at them rather than focusing on
their task. Things that move such as hanging mobiles or people walking past a window are distracting for
some children. Others are distracted by things that catch their interest such as a poster of their favourite
TV character or a computer screen in the room.
To minimise visual distractions think about:





a calm looking environment with clear spaces and soft colours when possible.
minimising decorations in areas where distractible children need to focus
getting down to the child's line of vision and looking at what they can see. Can you sit them
differently, perhaps facing a wall with fewer distractions?
reducing clutter by moving things to another area or placing things in plain coloured boxes when
not in use.

Noise. Noise is an issue for many children and for adults too. Most children focus better in a quiet
environment but some are very sensitive to noise and may find it hard to focus even when others are not
aware there is noise.
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To minimise noise think about:








reducing noise by turning off devices when not in use.
closing doors or using signs to ask other to be quiet during learning times.
using soft furnishings and rugs to minimise noise reflecting off hard surfaces
considering using soft, calming background music to mask less pleasant noise
allowing children who are very sensitive to noise to use headphones or iPods to mask sounds
when doing independent work
helping children to monitor their own attention levels and ask for help if needed such as moving
to a quieter area if they cannot focus
allowing modifications for activities which are hard for some children such as sitting at the back or
side at assembly, or coming in after everyone else is seated.

Touch, taste and smell. Some children are sensitive to touching certain
textures or to certain smells. This may be an issue particularly in art,
craft or other activities such as cooking and even a fruit time or lunch
time.




consider using tools so that the child does not need to touch
unpleasant textures with their hands
gradually increase what the child is asked to do, first look, then later smell, then taste
consider a tissue soaked with an essential oil such as lavender to cover other smells

Seating. Correct seating allows children to have better posture which helps with motor control and
attention. For complex children it is worth asking the child's occupational therapist about best seating
options.
Some things to consider include:




making sure the child has access to any support they need such as wobble cushions or slop desks.
using the right sized furniture for the child's size.
it is easier to focus when your feet are supported. If the chair is too high for the child's feet to
reach the ground consider placing something under the child's feet to provide support.

The child. Children work best when their physical, emotional and sensory needs are met:






make sure children are not hungry or thirsty when working. Perhaps allow a snack before starting
and have a drink bottle available.
check they are comfortable. Children with ASD often need to be reminded to do things such as
remove a jumper when they are too warm or to go to the toilet.
children who move about a lot may need regular movement breaks. This can be as simple as
taking a message to the office or standing up for a quick game of "Simon says" or doing some
actions to a favourite song.
some children need sensory stimulation to help them focus such as holding a "fiddle toy" or using
a "chewy". Make sure these are available for children who need them.
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Be aware of when children are anxious or over-stimulated:







be aware of signs of anxiety or over-stimulation and try to act before a meltdown occurs. Parents
can often help others learn the signs for their child.
favourite quiet activities will calm many children, such as a quiet game of cars or trains, a favourite
book or game on the ipad.
a place to withdraw from sensory stimulation such as a pop up tent, a pile of cushions in a quiet
corner or a blanket over a table can help children calm down
children may show they need a break by running away, hiding under a table or doing something
that gets them sent out of class or to the office. Seeing these behaviours as a sign of overstimulation and acting before they occur can help reduce "behaviour problems".
some children may just need a quick break such as taking a message to the office or going to
wash their hands in the bathroom.

The activities:
Motivations and rewards. Adults would not go to work regularly and complete
tasks consistently if they did not know if they were going to be paid, when and
how much. Children work better if they know they will be rewarded, when they
will be rewarded, what they will get and what they need to do to get it.













rewards need to be motivating for the individual child. Some are happy
with praise or a sticker, while others need something more tangible.
Rewards related to special interests work well for children on the autism
spectrum.
children need to know what the reward is and what they need to do to get
it. Use visuals such as schedules or first / then boards to show children
what to expect
be consistent. If you have said three tasks then a reward and the child finishes quickly it is not fair
to say "one more". You also need to be consistent if the child does not do what is required. In the
beginning it is best to under-estimate what the child can do and allow them to have some success
then gradually extend rather than have them fail and not get the reward at the end.
some children need a series of small rewards within the activity or within the session while others
can work right to the end. Again it is better to begin at a level where you are sure the child will be
successful and then stretch them a little more each time. Don't stay at a level that is too easy for
too long though as you may find the child does not want to move on.
start with a "big payout" for a small task and gradually make the tasks bigger and the payouts
smaller as the child gets into a routine. Keep some big payouts for new tasks, trickier tasks or an
extra super effort now and then.
use tokens to stretch out a bigger reward over a number of tasks
use timers to control reward activities as well as tasks
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Visuals and predictability. Children are more settled and focused if there know
what is required, what to expect now and what is coming up next. While words
and speech are fleeting, visuals are permanent so children can keep referring
back to them whenever they need to. Visuals help children be independent.
Ways to use visuals:















Comprehension: A visual can be used alongside a word or simple
instruction to help a child understand. For example holding up a picture
of a shoe and asking “find your shoes”.
Managing behaviour: Symbols such as “stop” can be used to mark out of
bounds areas such as placing it on a gate to show a child not to go through. A stop sign can also
be used to help a child know they must stop certain behaviour. Visuals can also be used to show
children good behaviours, what to do, what the reward is for a good behaviour and what the
consequence is for the wrong behaviour.
Making choices. Objects, photos, pictures and symbols can all be used to help a child make a
choice between a number of activities, toys or food. Start with a choice of two and increase as
skills develop.
Indicating needs. Children can learn to point to or hand a visual to an adult to make requests.
Understanding routines: Visual schedules can show a child what things are happening in the day.
This helps them feel secure and helps them move from task to task. Using the visual to show the
child a change in routine helps them deal with changes.
Completion of activities: Using a “first- then” board or visual schedule helps children complete
tasks as they can see the reward for their efforts. Adults can gradually extend the number of
tasks the child needs to complete to get the reward.
Managing rewards and break times. Use of a timer can help children move from activities they
enjoy and encourage packing up. Timers can be objects such as an egg timer, or electronic such as
a timer app on an iPad.
Teaching new skills. Visuals can be used to show the sequence of activities in a new skill such as
washing hands or going to the toilet. They can also show the sequence of actions in a social
activity such as joining in play. IPads and iPods can also use videos to teach new skills.

Moving between activities. Some children have difficulty moving on to a new activity. Helping children
transition well means that can get the most out of each activity by:







use timers to show the activity is approaching the end
give a warning that an activity is about to end and allow time to pack up and move on
use visuals to show when activities will be completed and what is coming next
have a ritual such as a packing up song to help children move on
allow the child to carry the visual to the next activity
have a reinforcer for the child at the beginning of the new activity

Helping children to be calm and alert will help them get the most out of activities, learn to the best of
their abilities and reach their potential.
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